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Executive Summary
In 2015, after six years of travelling around Canada listening to Indigenous people share their
experiences with residential schools, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) of Canada
released their final report and 96 Calls to Action. These Calls to Action touch on “virtually all aspects
of Canadian society” and all sectors of the workforce. As the TRC summary final report states,
“Reconciliation requires that a new vision, based on a commitment to mutual respect, be developed.
Reconciliation is not an Aboriginal problem, it is a Canadian one.”1
In recognition of the growing movement towards truth and reconciliation between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous people, the Victoria Native Friendship Centre (VNFC) initiated a series of community
dialogues about reconciliation within the greater Victoria area. The Victoria Urban Reconciliation
Dialogue (VURD) Advisory Panel Gathering, which was held at the VNFC on February 25th, 2019, was
the second advisory panel gathering. This gathering brought together over 80 individuals representing
a wide variety of organizations (see Appendix B for attendee list) to discuss themes around
reconciliation in the Victoria area.
Participants shared experiences, asked each other questions, developed new relationships, and
brainstormed common needs. An Open Space Technology approach was used to create the agenda
for the day, and 13 topics of discussion were identified by participants. Each topic was explored in a
one-hour small-group session. In addition, the event opened and closed with a circle in which
everyone has a chance to speak, and included several networking and brainstorming exercises. The
event brought to the forefront several key themes, which are summarized below:
Truth and reconciliation take time: Participants discussed the need to allow time for relationships
and meaningful engagement with communities, healing, and systemic change. A number of times,
people reminded the group to take a long view and not push ahead too fast.
Interest in engaging with Indigenous communities, but unsure how: Almost every conversation
touched on the importance of engaging with Indigenous communities and building relationships, and
many questions were asked about how to do this well. Many participants shared that they, or their
organizations, felt unsure about how to proceed and were afraid, uncomfortable, lacked knowledge
of protocols, and lacked existing relationships. Some participants shared stories of what had worked
well within their organizations or others they know of. A number of conversations touched on the
need to think of engagement beyond formal bodies (such as chief and council) and engage directly
with Indigenous community members. Some Indigenous people expressed frustration about people
wanting to engage without honouring their time or respecting protocols for relationship building.
Relationship building is critical: It was widely stressed that a key aspect of reconciliation is building
relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, and getting to know one another as
individuals, not just through a professional role.
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Page vi, Honouring the Truth, Reconciling for the Future: Summary of the Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada (2015). Retrieved from:
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Reconciliation needs to go beyond surface level changes and create systemic change: A common
theme throughout a number of the sessions was the concern that knowledge of Indigenous culture or
protocols is used in a superficial way, for example the traditional territory is acknowledged in a way
that feels like “lip service void of true intention.” The need for genuine and meaningful commitment
to reconciliation was stressed.
Values and intentions matter: Participants spoke of the values and intentions that guide
reconciliation as being critical. Several people commented that having the right values and intentions
are fundamental and create the difference between superficial and genuine change.
Settlers2 have a role to play: A number of conversations touched on the role of settlers and their
important role in reconciliation. Settlers recognized the huge weight Indigenous people carry in
educating others about truth and working for reconciliation and asked about how they could help to
provide support. The need for settlers to participate was mentioned in many contexts: for example,
acting as bystanders by speaking out against acts of racism, educating others about the impacts of
colonization, supporting healing, etc.
Both individual change and organizational change are important: Participants spoke about change
and growth that needs to occur at both individual and organizational levels. They commented that
organizations are made up of individuals and personal change is important to create organizational
change.
There is a need to address immediate priorities for Indigenous people such as housing and child
welfare: Each of these topics made up a session, and the discussion centered around the need to
take action and create systemic change to improve the challenging situation faced by many
Indigenous people.
Racism exists and impacts Indigenous people: Participants spoke about racism in a number of
ways—personal racism (for example being followed in a store), institutional racism (for example
Indigenous ways of knowing not being valued in academia) and systemic racism (for example
Indigenous people not having control of their own child welfare systems).
Education is key to moving reconciliation forward: A significant number of conversations touched on
the need for education within organizations, schools and for the general public. However, there was a
caution that education needs to go beyond a “tick-box” approach. Participants expressed that there is
a danger when a one-day workshop makes people feel like they know everything they need to about
Indigenous people. They identified the most effective types of education as those that are
experiential, have emotional impact, and lead to lasting and systemic change.
Need to remove barriers for Indigenous people: Participants spoke of the barriers faced by
Indigenous people and communities, and the need to understand and remove these barriers. Some
specific examples such as making it easier for Indigenous communities to apply for grant funding or
access housing were shared, as well as general themes such as the need to shift power dynamics and
decolonize systems so that they reflect Indigenous worldviews and life experiences.
2

The word “settler” is a commonly used term which refers to people who live in Canada but are not Indigenous to Canada.
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Involvement of urban Indigenous and Métis people: Participants recognized the importance of
engaging with urban Indigenous people and Métis people. Some commented that it was hard to know
who to engage with because there is no one governing body that “represents” urban Indigenous
people. The diversity of urban Indigenous people, and the fact that they are the majority of the
Indigenous population, was discussed in a number of sessions. Participants explored how to be
inclusive of urban Indigenous people while still honouring the Nation-to-Nation relationship between
governments and First Nations, and the special connection of local Nations to this land.
Reconciliation fatigue: While participants generally expressed optimism about the future, there were
also sentiments of frustration that reconciliation is not all it’s cracked up to be. The concerns about
organizations not having genuine intentions were part of this, as was the feeling of “reconciliation
fatigue” faced by Indigenous people who were constantly asked to participate in ways that don’t
honour their time and their role in the community, who were tired of participating in conversations
that felt like all talk and no action, or who were leaned on too heavily to provide education and input
to settlers.
Shifting power dynamics: People spoke about the need to support Indigenous priorities, meet
Indigenous communities where they’re at, share decision-making power, and move towards
Indigenous control of programs that impact them (such as child welfare).
Next Steps for VURD: When asked to brainstorm next steps for VURD (see page 21), participants
suggested that VURD could continue to expand and engage with other groups (such as newcomers,
faith organizations, and people who are “tired of reconciliation”). They also suggested that VURD
could create an inventory of existing resources and practices in the community, produce accessible
educational resources such as fact sheets, and develop a relationship-building guideline. They saw
VURD as taking a role in hosting educational or cross-cultural events, such as training sessions open to
the community or activities to share and celebrate culture and language. Finally, they identified a role
for VURD in creating opportunities for more online or in-person dialogue about reconciliation.
Positive feelings about the day: In the closing circle, participants expressed many positive feelings
about the day such as gratitude, feeling like they had learned something, feeling hopeful and inspired,
recognizing the courage people demonstrated, and a sense of responsibility. They also shared some
key lessons they learned such as “nothing about us without us,” the importance of showing up, the
need to be curious and open-minded. Generally participants said that they felt encouraged to know
that so many others, in a diverse cross-section of fields, were working towards reconciliation.
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Overview of the Dialogue
History of the Gathering
The Victoria Urban Reconciliation Dialogue (VURD) is an opportunity to identify concrete actions
focused on reconciliation in the Victoria area, which encompasses an Indigenous population of over
17,000 people including those of First Nations, Métis and Inuit descent.
The dialogue began on March 29, 2018, when fourteen individuals from urban Indigenous
organizations, government, and community gathered at the Victoria Native Friendship Centre to
engage in a dialogue about reconciliation in the Victoria area. Participants at this initial gathering
represented diverse Indigenous and non-Indigenous ancestry and came from community and all levels
of non-Indigenous governments. This group now forms the Victoria Urban Reconciliation Dialogue
(VURD) Steering Committee.
On November 26th, 2018, the first VURD Advisory Panel Gathering was held. Approximately 40 people
came together to connect with each other, build new relationships and share their own unique stories
and perspectives in relation to reconciliation. A report of this gathering was produced which
summarized key themes.
On February 25th, 2019, the second VURD Advisory Panel Gathering was held at VNFC. This gathering
doubled the number of participants and aimed to build on the work of the last gathering by
deepening the conversation and initiating thinking about next steps.
For the future, the VURD steering committee is considering more extensive community engagement
and a third gathering which could bring together an even larger number of people from the Victoria
area. As well, the committee will consider what role VURD may play in implementing next steps
suggested by participants at the February 25th gathering.

Overview of the day
The day began with an opening prayer and opening circle. In the opening circle, all participants
introduced themselves one-by-one to the group, sharing their ancestry and their organization. After
the opening circle, participants had a chance to connect in groups of two or three and discuss the
question: “Where are you at in the journey of reconciliation?”
After this exercise, the participants developed the Open Space Technology agenda (see description on
following page) and a morning and afternoon session were held.
At the end of the day, a brief brainstorming session was held in which participants walked around the
room and visited six questions written on flip charts. They were invited to answer the questions by
writing ideas for next steps on sticky notes and placing them on the charts.
The day ended with a closing circle in which participants shared one takeaway from the day, and a
closing prayer.
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Open Space Sessions
Description of Open Space Technology
Open Space Technology (OST) is an internationally-used method for facilitating dialogues. The
purpose of OST is to draw out the wisdom of a group to address complex topics. The philosophy of
OST is that everyone is involved in a conversation they care about because they choose the topics and
they can participate in whatever conversations they choose.
Each OST session begins with an invitation for participants to suggest topics of conversations related
to a theme. For the VURD Advisory Committee Gathering, the theme was “How do we move Victoria
forward towards reconciliation.” Thirteen topics were suggested by participants, and the people who
suggested each topic hosted the conversation on that topic. Other participants could choose which
session they wanted to participate in and could move freely between sessions.
In each session there was a convener (the person who suggested the topic), a scribe (to take detailed
notes) and a moderator (to ensure everyone had a chance to speak, but not to lead the conversation).
The scribe and moderator were members of the VURD steering committee and had been briefed on
their roles.

Open Space Sessions
The following wall chart shows each of the topics suggested for the Open Space session.

Open Space Theme Analysis
Detailed notes of each conversation were taken and can be found in Appendix E of this report.
Analysis of the notes involved identifying themes for each session by grouping the transcribed notes
into key main ideas, and then summarising each idea. Through this analysis, a one-page summary of
the main themes from each session was produced. There is also a one-page summary of the
brainstorming session and the closing circle.
The purpose of the analysis is to provide a user-friendly and accessible way for readers of the report
to learn about what happened at the gathering. The summaries are not intended to replace the
transcribed notes and may not be inclusive of each comment that was shared. It is also possible that
there are inaccuracies or misinterpretations in the summaries. For detailed information about a
session, please refer to the transcribed notes in Appendix E.
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Greater Indigenous Involvement and Engagement
Discomfort and lack of knowledge: Participants discussed feeling like they have a lack of knowledge
about how to engage with Indigenous people, and this contributes to feelings of discomfort around
engagement. Participants also shared that engagement can feel uncomfortable for Indigenous people
and it’s the responsibility of allies to make them feel welcomed and safe.
Healing needed within Indigenous communities: Participants discussed the need for healing not just
between Indigenous people and settlers, but within Indigenous communities. Indigenous people also
need to learn about the impacts of colonization, their own culture (especially if they have been
disconnected from it) and how to heal.
Expect things to take a long time: One participant shared that “100 years of suppression is going to
take 100 years of healing” and we should not expect truth and reconciliation to happen quickly. There
was acknowledgement of the systemic oppression that Indigenous communities experience from
mainstream society, as well as internalized oppression and lateral violence within Indigenous
communities. While some participants felt impatience for injustice to be addressed quickly through
action, they also acknowledged the need to take time and not rush the process.
Positive approaches: Participants shared that certain values and attitudes are important when
engaging with Indigenous people. These include kindness, good intentions, curiosity, humility, and
awareness that others may think differently than you do.
Build relationships first: A common theme was the importance of building relationships at a personal
level before jumping into engagement. This could include sharing a meal or having a social gathering,
and connecting as people, not just in your organizational roles.
Tips for engagement: Participants shared some of their learnings about engagement, including:
 Approach communities from the beginning of the project (not late in the game)
 Engage with a wide variety of Indigenous people and think about why you’re including each
person. Meet each person where they’re at, understanding that everyone is unique.
 Be sure to include Elders and take care that they are treated with respect and personalized
attention (don’t just cold call them)
 Make sure community members are compensated for their time
Community to community engagement: Several participants highlighted the importance of engaging
with Indigenous people involved in grassroots community work, not just political entities. A
suggestion was made to fund community liaison positions for First Nations, Métis and Inuit people.
Support for Indigenous priorities: Participants discussed the importance of involving Indigenous
people in a way that supports the priorities of Indigenous communities and doesn’t just ask them to
provide input on the organization’s priorities.
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Healing
Not time-bound: Participants discussed the fact that healing is a long-term process and it cannot be
piece meal or time limited. One challenge is that many programs and services have a short-term
focus.
Importance of culture and ceremony: Culture, ceremony and connection to the land were recognized
as important to promote healing.
Every-day healing: Participants shared that there can be healing in everyday actions,
communications with others, and meaningful and sincere practices.
How to provide support: One area of discussion was how to support people who are in need of
healing. Suggestions were to listen, show you genuinely care, and to be assistive rather than
prescriptive.
Holism: Participants discussed that healing is a holistic process which involved social, emotional,
physical and spiritual help. Some participants spoke about the limitations of the medical system which
does not often support non-physical aspects of healing, including traditional approaches.
Settler responsibility: The question of how settlers could support healing for Indigenous peoples was
a significant area of discussion. This complex conversation touched on a number of themes, such as:
settlers can support healing but must also recognize boundaries as it not their healing; settlers may
have experiences of trauma that can help them relate to Indigenous people; showing up and asking
questions is a good first step; settlers have a responsibility to contribute as the burden of healing
should not be solely carried by Indigenous people; and settlers may also experience strong emotions
such as anger and guilt.
Role of individuals and organizations: Another significant area of discussion was how both
individuals and organizations can contribute to healing. It was shared that healing starts with each
individual. Those who want to support healing can take on responsibility as individuals by educating
themselves. Within organizations, participants shared that values, systems, habits, and actions are all
part of the change process to move towards reconciliation. They commented that organizations are
made up of individuals, and individuals need to step up to create change within their organizations.
Relationship between healing and reconciliation: Participants linked healing to reconciliation. One
participant shared that, “Reconciliation has to happen before true healing can start.”
Genuine Approach: Participants talked about how some aspects of reconciliation (such as territorial
acknowledgements) can become performative. Real action must go beyond this performative aspect
to create genuine change.
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Housing and Homelessness in the CRD
Programs can be limited: Participants discussed a few specific programs, such as the Indigenous
Housing Fund through BC Housing and an urban Indigenous housing strategy being launched. Some
programs have limitations in whether they cover on or off-reserve Indigenous people, which can
create obstacles. Some programs expect people to re-locate, which may not be appropriate.
Need for municipalities to take action: Participants discussed the need for municipalities to step
forward by giving suitable land, building housing, and creating long-term strategies. Several people
suggested that a working committee with representation from various agencies should create a longterm housing plan.
Housing policy staff need education: Participants commented that people who are making decisions
about housing still need to learn more about Indigenous people. Participants explored the idea of
hosting an information session, for municipalities or for the Canadian Housing Association, that
includes cultural teachings and focuses on successful Indigenous housing approaches, such as Siem
Lelum.
Need for improved housing: Many participants shared that the need goes beyond helping those who
are homeless. Many Indigenous people live in unfit homes, and there are not easily accessible funds
for renovations. Overcrowding and couch-surfing are also a reality on reserve. Housing strategies
need to take into account the needs of these populations.
Link to child welfare: Participants discussed the consequences of living in poor housing on parents
and families—sometimes children are taken into the child welfare system because they don’t have
safe living conditions. Also, people who have grown up in care are more likely to end up homeless.
Supportive housing: The group explored the need to combine housing with other supports that meet
diverse needs. Without supports, low-income housing can be associated with crime, and so it’s
important to address the needs of those placed in housing.
Not-Indigenous specific: Housing is not an Indigenous-specific problem in Victoria—it impacts many
people, but Indigenous people are over-represented.
Causes of housing crisis: Participants addressed causes for the high need for housing, including the
high cost of housing in Victoria, poor transportation to and from reserves, and time-limited subsidies.
Successful models: Many examples of successful models were shared, including Siem Lelum in
Nanaimo, co-operative housing in Victoria, and the Safe Sleep Program (Nil/Tu’o) which teaches
homelessness prevention. A story from an Elder was shared that highlighted the role of the long
house in communities—always providing a space for people, with communities taking care of each
other—and suggested that current housing approaches could be informed by this traditional model.
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Racism and Stereotypes
Experiences with racism: Participants shared their personal experiences with racism, including an
Indigenous government employee being followed by store security, Indigenous children in schools
being labeled as problem children, and an Indigenous person being called a “chug.”
Media reinforcing racism: The group discussed how media often fuels racism by the way it portrays
Indigenous people, but media can also be a tool to shift public perception through positive portrayals
of Indigenous people.
Need for education: The theme of the need for more education to combat stereotypes came up
multiple times throughout the conversation. Some participants commented that schools and other
organizations are doing better—although there is still much work to be done. One participant shared
an example of a reconciliation group seeking out opportunities to educate themselves. However, the
limitations of education were also widely discussed—and the reality that some people can go through
a cultural safety training program and still have stereotypes, without even being aware of it.
Participants also commented that education is needed for the general public and questioned how to
reach them.
Need for newcomer education: Participants discussed the need to educate immigrants to Canada,
who may bring stereotypes with them or pick them up quickly. The similarity between hatred towards
immigrants and towards First Nations people was also commented on.
White fragility: A few participants shared stories of the guilt and defensiveness some white people
experienced going though Indigenous cultural trainings. One person shared that non-Indigenous
people are more open to hearing about power and privilege from white facilitators—when the
facilitator is Indigenous, they “kind of roll their eyes at us.”
Internalized racism: One participant spoke about how her own family did not acknowledge their own
Métis identity for many years, and now they are doing so and are actively seeking to learn about their
culture.
Bystander training: Participants explored the concept of bystander intervention training, and the
need for non-Indigenous people to speak up against racism, so that it doesn’t always fall on
Indigenous people. While participants acknowledged it can be very difficult to speak up to friends or
family members (and can feel unsafe to do so), they also felt that speaking up could lead to social
change so that racism becomes widely unacceptable, just as public attitudes towards smoking have
changed. One participant shared the concept of the safe harbour program in Nanaimo. For people or
businesses that take the training, they can wear a pin or put up a sign that says they are a safe space.
Need for genuine action: Participants spoke of how training can sometimes simply encourage people
to “perform” in ways that make them seems accepting of Indigenous people, but the change is only
surface level—like ticking a box—and does not lead to genuine understanding or action.
Systemic racism: One participant spoke about systemic racism and said that the false idea that
everyone is equal in Canada needs to be challenged.
11

Education and Awareness Raising
Education vehicles: Participants brainstormed different modes of education and suggested that the
mode of education needs to fit the needs of the learners—different methods are needed to target
different audiences. They also discussed how relationship building is an important part of education.
Some modes of education discussed were:
 Campaigns: can be used to shift public discourse and raise awareness, to build interest in
learning more
 Historical timelines: can be used to show a full chronology of colonial laws and how they have
impacted Indigenous people from contact to present day
 Online resources: can help to tell the stories from the right voices
 Online forum: a live online forum hosted by VURD could provide a space for people to
continue these conversations and connect with each other in an ongoing way
 A well-curated online library: could be useful to make the resources accessible to different
people, and could have information about what people are doing in the area of reconciliation
(what is working well)
 In-person training sessions: tailored for different audiences
 Videos: can be a useful and accessible tool
Education Topics: Participants discussed different topics of education/awareness-raising that are
needed, including:
 Understanding of the basics of colonial history and why it is relevant
 Intergenerational impacts of colonization—how the past relates to what is happening now and
into the future
 Awareness that colonization is still happening,
What kind of education is needed: Participants discussed ways to connect with people through
education, such as:
 Specific stories and examples that illustrate the impacts of colonization in tangible ways
 Breaking down stereotypes and prejudices that people carry through myth-busting
 Helping people to see and understand that reconciliation is relevant for everyone, not just
something happening at government/legislative/policy levels, but a lens that can be applied to
everything you do, no matter what your ‘job’ or ‘role’ or ‘community’.
 Help people to understand that we all have responsibilities to make the present more
balanced and liveable. We can’t just ignore the past because it impacts the present.
 Education around how to have hard conversations in productive, effective ways.
Role of non-Indigenous people in education: Participants shared that education can be an area
where allies take on responsibility and shift some of the onus off of Indigenous people to do all the
work, because often the burden falls primarily on Indigenous people. Allies taking responsibility for
educating about colonialism can help other settlers to see their roles and responsibilities in
reconciliation. But at the same time, non-Indigenous people do need to be cautious about what
stories are theirs to share.
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Bringing Resources into Indigenous Communities
Desire to get resources to Indigenous communities: Participants discussed how they could bring
funding, programs, etc. to Indigenous communities. There were a number of participants from
municipal and provincial governments who were interested in exploring how they could provide
better services to Indigenous people. Participants from the non-profit sector wanted to see more
grants for Indigenous communities. Some participants discussed specific programs they would like to
offer to Indigenous communities.
Importance of engaging with Indigenous communities: Participants discussed how relationship
building is important in order to develop and provide programs and services that are relevant to
Indigenous communities, and that relationship building has to happen for fundamental change to
occur. They reflected on the statement “Nothing about us without us” and how they could bring
Indigenous voices into their organizations in meaningful ways. They discussed the importance of longterm commitments and addressing a community’s needs before asking for help.
Feeling fear and acting with courage: One participant shared that they are afraid of saying the
wrong thing. Another person spoke of the need for courage, and that it’s OK to make mistakes and
learn from them—how you respond to making mistakes is what defines you, not whether you make
them. Being genuine and humble is key.
Recognizing barriers: Participants recognized that Indigenous communities may face barriers to
accessing programs and services, and understanding these barriers is very important for service
providers. Intergenerational trauma, economic barriers, white privilege, and lack of time or capacity
to engage were all discussed as potential barriers.
Importance of internal work: Some participants spoke about the internal work their organizations
are doing in relation to reconciliation, such as compulsory training for all staff and relationship
building with the Songhees and Esquimalt First Nations. They stressed that it’s important to do
internal work, not just reach out to Indigenous people to provide guidance.
Creating a framework: Participants explored ways to support organizations wanting to bring
resources into Indigenous communities—such as creating a framework on how to do it. They also felt
it would be helpful to share information about what other organizations are doing in their
engagement with Indigenous people.
Recognizing diversity: Participants talked about how it’s important to recognize the wide diversity of
Indigenous people in Victoria and that one person doesn’t represent all of one Nation.
Meaningful ways to bring Indigenous people into organizations: Participants recognized the burden
on Indigenous people of having to provide input into programs and services and explored other
meaningful ways of engaging with Indigenous people such as a mentorship program, supporting
community capacity, bringing Indigenous students and Elders into organizations and decision-making
bodies, and creating a database of non-Indigenous allies who can provide support.
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Reconciliation in the Child Welfare System
Under-resourcing of services: Participants discussed the lack of resources in communities for child
and family services, parent education, etc. Participants asked themselves how communities could be
supported without relying on government funding.
Lack of Indigenous social workers: One participant shared that out of 30 social workers in Esquimalt,
only 6 are Indigenous. There is a need for more Indigenous social workers. Having a social work
degree may lead social workers to think they have the answers, but it’s important for them to know
the history of the people as well.
Systemic change is needed: Participants spoke about the need for systemic change from within the
child welfare system. Changes that were discussed include the recruitment and retention of
Indigenous staff, reclaiming traditional Indigenous values and approaches, empowering Indigenous
families to meet their everyday needs, finding ways to make children safe without removing them,
and taking a child-centred and trauma-informed worldview.
Passing on Indigenous worldviews: Participants talked about how when children are taken into care,
their worldview can be changed. They spoke of the importance of foster care parents and their
responsibility to raise Indigenous children with an Indigenous worldview. Participants spoke about the
need to unlearn non-Indigenous ways of being and reconnect with cultural practices.
Indigenous control: The group explored the need for Indigenous control of the child welfare system.
One person said, “the responsibility to protect and care must be given back to us.” They discussed
the role of racism and the history of colonialism in the child welfare system, and the need for an
Indigenous worldview within the system.
Standard of care: One participant asked why all Indigenous child welfare systems don’t follow the
same standards of care. It was suggested that this may be due to lack of financial resources for
Indigenous child welfare.
You cannot have reconciliation in an oppressive system: Participants recognized that at the end of
the day the provincial government makes the final call about child welfare. One person said, “If we
want to see reconciliation, we need to be empowering the Indigenous families. We need to support
families to meet their everyday needs.”
Ideas to create change: Participants brainstormed ideas to create change, including:
 Urban Indigenous learning portals: bringing together resources within local communities,
building on structures that already exist like libraries, and creating places for culture
 Building relationships with Indigenous organizations: For example, having social workers meet
with children and parents at VNFC (because it is a safe space), etc.
 Building relationships with funders: such as the Victoria Foundation and United Way, where
reporting is not as stringent as it is in government.
 Indigenize existing resources
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What can Municipal Governments be Doing to Support Reconciliation?
Examples of different approaches: Participants shared examples of approaches being taken in
different municipalities. These included:
 Esquimalt: community to Community forums (CtoC) that engage local chiefs and councillors
 Victoria: Indigenous family model with 11 members, some from the two closest Nations
(Esquimalt and Songhees), some from the urban Indigenous population. This model has no
timelines, no guidelines, no deliverables, no framework, no agenda, but a budget. The goal is
that at some point in the future, every person that lives in the city will have an awareness and
an understanding of the history, the current situation, and the future of Indigenous people in
this area. Victoria is also working to add an Elders council to their City Council
 Saanich: a collaborative youth project that was a partnership between the Saanich Police
Department, the District of Saanich and the Friendship Centre. Indigenous youth spent
multiple weeks working on a Reconciliation mural that included segments that spoke to the
family history and experience of each of the youth
 Adopting the TRC calls: one participant shared that the City of Victoria has implemented
actions for the five TRC calls that speak to municipalities
Need to build relationships with urban Indigenous and Métis people: Participants commented that
while relationship building with local Nations is important, it is essential to address the needs of the
off-reserve Indigenous population, which make up the large majority of Indigenous people in the
Victoria area. It was shared that there is a funding gap in this area, and that the provincial
government is looking at matching the Community to Community funds to create a new initiative that
works with local municipalities to enable engagements with Métis and urban Indigenous people.
Ways to promote engagement: Participants discussed the need to engage in deep, honest and
meaningful ways and commit to long-term relationships, rather than one-time projects. Some
suggestions included:
 Create an Indigenous policy advisory table at a local municipal level to revise policies so that
they no longer have a negative impact on Indigenous people
 Form a body that is representative of the Métis and Urban Indigenous population and
governments could consult with that body
 Create physical spaces to practice cultural activities
 Civic symbols (such as art installations) that would feature Indigenous history
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Acknowledging the Traditional Territories we’re on Without Taking a Pan-Indigenous Approach
Truth is an important part of reconciliation: Several Elders in the group shared their stories of
residential school and how they were punished for “misbehaving” according to the standards of the
church. They also spoke about the imposed system of elected chiefs and council, and how this has
fueled lateral violence and internalized oppression within their communities. They spoke of the
importance of healing and of telling these stories and using their voices.
Intention behind practice is vital: Participants spoke about the need for genuine commitment to
truth and reconciliation. Practices like acknowledging the territory and respecting local protocols are
very important, but if used without the proper intention and commitment they can become lip
services and tokenism rather than representing a deeper connection to the land.
Suspicious of motivation: One participant shared that “there is a lot of money in saving the natives,”
which sparked a discussion about ulterior motives in regard to reconciliation, and the feeling that
some organizations are not genuinely committed to reconciliation but are just piling on to a fad.
Reclaiming culture: Participants explored the need for Indigenous people to reclaim culture. This
may involve learning about political and cultural protocols, relationships to the land, and resurgence
of Indigenous practices.
Cultural Appropriation: The dangers of cultural appropriation were explored, including the harm that
can be done through appropriation and disingenuous adopting of Indigenous practices. This can lead
to colonized perceptions of Indigenous culture. The concept of the damage inflicted by “pretend
Indians” who are actually non-Indigenous people, was explored. Settlers in the conversation
expressed their concerns about how to balance being a good ally and follow respectful protocols
while avoiding appropriation.
Ask questions and observe: The concept of “use your ears and eyes” to learn about Indigenous
culture and appropriate ways of interacting was shared. Vetting and asking questions were suggested
as important approaches.
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Truth, Reconciliation, Decolonization and Indigenization in Academia
Meaningful Indigenization: Participants discussed that some efforts at Indigenization can feel very
surface level. For example, a territorial acknowledgement may become lip service void of true
intention. Participants spoke of the need for systemic change to support real Indigenous experiential
learning, and the need for everyone (across all disciplines) to learn about Indigenous peoples.
Barriers to Indigenization: Participants discussed the challenges that educators face in Indigenizing
teaching. For example, academics may be expected to Indigenize, but there are systemic barriers that
prevent them from taking the necessary steps. They also struggle with knowing how to reach out to
the community and may need training in community outreach.
Learning from the K-12 system: It was mentioned that the new K-12 curriculum mandates Indigenous
content, pedagogies and worldviews. However one challenge is that teacher education for delivering
this new content is insufficient. For example, even when every graduated teacher is required to
complete an Indigenous history course, this is still only an isolated course and needs to be more
thoroughly included throughout teacher education. Participants shared some examples of small,
private or First Nations schools that are demonstrating leadership in integrating the traditions and
culture of local First Nations, such as Chalo School on the Fort Nelson First Nation.
Role of Elder advisors: Some participants spoke about the role of Elder advisors at Vancouver Island
University. These Elder advisors initially worked primarily with the education department but now
they are getting requests from other departments. Students can access Elders, and professors can
also connect with Elders to ask questions about their own courses.
Valuing non-academic approaches: A significant topic in the conversation was the need to value
Indigenous approaches to knowledge and do away with the elitism of academia. For example, landbased and experiential learning are important Indigenous ways of learning and knowing and should
be incorporated. People learn best from modeling and experiential learning, yet the academic system
prioritizes theoretical learning. Opening up to other ways of learning is part of cultural humility,
recognizing that there are multiple ways of thinking and doing. It is also important to recognize that
there is not one “Indigenous learning style” and Indigenous people learn in a variety of ways.
Being prepared to deal with emotions: Participants reflected on the powerful emotions that can
come up with truth-telling, and the need for accessible and immediate resources and support for
learners beyond a central office for counselors.
Reconciliation fatigue: The impact on Indigenous facilitators and Elders was also recognized. For
example, at one institution Indigenous facilitators of the blanket exercise were feeling “reconciliation
fatigue” and needed to reach out to others for support.
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Using Cultural Spaces for Reconciliation
The need for cultural spaces: Participants explored why cultural spaces are needed. A common
theme was that there is a lack of affordable and accessible cultural spaces, especially for urban
Indigenous people. One participant shared that her drum group has no regular practice space, and
that in one of the places they do practice in they “almost have to hide—it feels like 100 years ago.”
Several other participants spoke of the need for spaces to pass culture on to children. Participants
discussed the need for spaces that are safe, inexpensive, and multifunctional. One participant linked
the accessibly of spaces to “our inherent right to practice culture” and another mentioned the joy and
richness of working in partnerships and celebrating culture.
Engagement and partnership: Members of arts organizations discussed their desire to engage and
create partnerships with Indigenous communities. A common theme was the importance of
relationship building to get the word out about cultural spaces and make Indigenous community
members feel welcome. Partnerships need to feel good to both sides, and not be paternalistic.
Breaking down barriers: Participants recognized that there are often barriers for Indigenous people
to access spaces and discussed how to address these barriers. Some barriers include:
 Indigenous people may not know whether a space is safe—perhaps there could be a symbol to
identify places that are safe and welcoming, and a recognition of the need for traumainformed practice
 Indigenous people may not know about spaces that are available—there is need to
communicate availability through word of mouth
 Many places are expensive or booked up in advance
 Funding for spaces is available and political will is high right now, but applying for funding
requires grant writing skills and that may create a barrier—partnerships or mentorship could
be used to support grant writing for Indigenous cultural spaces
 Overall there is a need to decolonize systems within the arts
Importance of determining what community needs: The conversation touched on the importance of
determining community needs through consultation. Opportunities should be based around
community needs, rather than communities having to fit their needs into existing models (such as
available grant funding). One participant suggested bringing a group of people together for a
conversation around the needs and gaps and dreaming up solutions that support healthy community.
Urban experience: Participants recognized that the needs of urban Indigenous people are unique
because they don’t have access to a big house or wellness centre. The Indigenous community is very
diverse and has a need for multiple types of spaces. One suggestion was to create an urban
Indigenous cultural hub that could be used by different people.
Systemic change: A theme throughout the conversation was the way in which many existing cultural
spaces and systems are not a good fit for Indigenous people. Rather than expecting Indigenous people
to fit into these systems, there is a need for change within the systems to make them more
accessible. Participants spoke of the need for decolonization of the arts. One person spoke about
taking institutional responsibility to address the historical attacks on Indigenous culture by working to
create spaces for Indigenous people to practice their culture.
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Empowering Allies to Become Accomplices
Taking some of the weight off Indigenous people: Participants spoke about how, as settlers, they
recognize there is a lot of pressure on Indigenous people who are engaged in truth and reconciliation
and community work, and they want to be able to take some of the weight off Indigenous people.
Lack of awareness about protocols for reaching out to Indigenous communities: Several Indigenous
participants shared how they have been approached with requests to meet in a way that does not
honour the proper protocols for reaching out to Indigenous communities. For example, being
contacted by numerous students who want input on their research projects. One student shared that
her school helped her to understand protocols such as the need to get permission before collecting
tree samples from the land. One participant commented that “meeting with Indigenous people and
settlers is still so new” and it can be a challenging concept and we need to walk together and listen to
each other. Participants suggested that it’s important to honour the time of those engaged with.
Addressing barriers to engagement: Participants explored respectful ways to engage with
Indigenous communities that take into account barriers to engagement and have appropriate delivery
mechanisms. For example, recognizing that not all communities will have access to internet or
phones. Within organizations, staff need to learn about how to engage with Indigenous people in a
good way, so that it becomes natural to them. Engagement needs to be open-ended—not “shopping
for the opinion that best suits your topic” and should honour the land and local Nations, but also be
inclusive of Métis and urban Indigenous people. One person shared, “if your motivation is genuine, it
will go well, and if it isn’t, it doesn’t.” Another shared that it’s important to build relationships that
make people want to stay involved in engagement. Participants also discussed the need for
community liaison roles and board and committee roles to support engagement with Indigenous
communities.
Supporting students to learn about engagement: Students were invited to speak about how they
feel about their schooling. One student asked how universities could support students to reconnect
with their communities. One student commented that they don’t want to feel that they must explain
their history. Students also spoke about bringing Elders in to talk with Professors about how to
engage with Indigenous communities, and to be a support system for students.
Creating guidelines for engagement: A participant from the RCMP shared that they are putting
together guidelines about how to reach out to Indigenous communities in a good way. They are also
working to create a strategy related to diversity. One community member responded that building
relationships between police and Indigenous communities is a good idea, and it would be great to see
more police coming into community and connecting with youth in positive ways, like attending a
youth movie night or community event.
Reconciliation fatigue: A youth spoke about being “tired about reconciliation” and feeling like
reconciliation is about people coming and trying to change the lives of Indigenous people, rather than
building relationships with them. The youth shared the feeling that there are a lot of big ideas, but
action is not moving forward from the conversations.
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Collaborative Governance
Making decisions together: Participants spoke about how decisions get made, and the need for
people impacted by decisions to be involved in the decision-making process. This would create
meaningful and lasting change. They shared that the process is not easy—even with good intentions
there can be disconnect. Participants suggested that collaboration needs to occur at the grassroots
level and power dynamics need to shift to share decision-making power.
Wanting to know how to engage: Some participants asked about how to engage with Indigenous
people.
Rationale for engagement: One participant shared that some members of her community asked,
“There are so few First Nations so why should they count as much?” The participant commented that
education is needed to address views like this.
Difference between governing structures: Participants explored the differences between Indigenous
governance structures and decision-making processes and Western processes. Participants
commented that the band council structure is a structure imposed by the colonial government and
doesn’t reflect traditional governance processes.
Challenge of engaging with Métis and urban Indigenous population: Participants explored the role
Métis and urban Indigenous people in collaborative governance. They remarked that the urban
Indigenous population does not have a governing structure—while they make up the majority of
Indigenous people, it be hard to know how to engage with them without a governance structure.
Suggestions for collaborative governance: One participant suggested a “Model-4” structure, which
would involve 4 chiefs, 4 councillors (elected from band council), 4 youth, and 4 Elders, as a way to
decolonize Indigenous governance. Another model suggested was the community forest model, in
which land determines governance. The “bioregional” or “Triple bottom line” (economy, social,
environmental) approach was also suggested.
Evolution of governance systems: One participant spoke about the need for governance systems to
evolve (both Indigenous and non-Indigenous governance) and grow. This will involve trying new
things and being courageous enough to “fail early and fail often.” This is challenging as governments
are risk-adverse, but it’s important to consider the risks of what is NOT happening, rather than just
the risk of doing something new. Participants also remarked that change needs to come from the
bottom up and be co-created.
Values for collaborative governance: Participants explored many values, including equity in decision
making, shared goals, openness, relationships, trust, transparency, non-attachment, and cultural
safety. Participants also spoke about how collaborative governance could intersect with selfgovernance, healing, and stewardship.
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Suggestions for Next Steps
The following suggestions were taken from the wall brainstorming exercise, in which participants
wrote suggestions on sticky-notes in response to questions on the wall. The suggestions below are
areas in which VURD may be able to take action.
Engagement
1. Widen circle of VURD: Consider including churches, faith groups, police and armed forces,
business associations, local Nations, urban Indigenous people, frontline workers, newcomers
(for example international students), media, people who are “tired” of reconciliation, those
who have not yet been engaged or are under-represented, the people who don’t yet
understand the need for reconciliation
2. Develop a public engagement strategy (everyone should be involved)
Tools and Resources
1. Create a relationship-building protocol or guidelines for the greater Victoria area (for First
Nations, Métis and urban Indigenous people)
2. Take inventory of those that are part of this group to gather information on learning
resources, websites, events, etc.
3. Develop elementary and secondary school curriculum that focuses specifically on
reconciliation and ally-ship
4. Create simple fact sheets “Did you know?” that would inform the wider community
5. Create a list of who is doing what, so we don’t have to reinvent what already exists, and/or a
‘Toolkit’ about what has worked (and not worked) for other organizations
Events/Public Education
1. Provide experiential workshops such as ‘The Blanket Exercise’ or ‘Building Bridges Through
Understanding the Village’ and make them available broadly to all community members
2. Invite keynote speakers
3. Provide cultural safety education through the Victoria Multicultural Society
4. Hold social events with fun activities, cultural exchanges (food, music, dance, etc.) to provide
opportunities for people to interact, and get children involved
5. Offer free public truth and reconciliation information sessions through recreation center
programming and library networks
6. Find ways to encourage the non-Indigenous population to learn local Indigenous languages
Communication
1. Utilize technology to promote communication, for example: Slack; an information hub
website of all the groups involved; newsletter that shares what communities and organizations
are doing; social media
2. Gather more regularly for in-person dialogue
3. Provide people with the ability to contact each other and create small groups across
organizations to discuss a specific aspect that serves their particular need
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Closing Comments
Participants shared heartfelt comments in the closing circle. Below is a summary of some of the
feelings people had about the day:


People felt encouraged and excited by the conversations, and positive about the future



It was a good reminder to focus on truth, not skip ahead to reconciliation



Event was well organized and felt welcoming



The need for non-Indigenous people to work on anti-racism and be allies



New partnerships and relationships forming as a result of the meeting



People learned a lot and realized areas where they were lacking in knowledge



Many people expressed gratitude for the opportunity



Hope for the future—Indigenous people are not going anywhere, let’s make the world better
for our grandchildren



People witnessed lots of passion and inspiration in the room and felt encouraged by this



Reconciliation is a journey—we need to take a long view, but also work to create change that’s
needed now (action not just conversation)



Witnessing the traditional ceremony that happened during the day was powerful and
humbling



The responsibility we have to uphold, personally and professionally



Courage for sharing truths (the honesty and openness) and plainly displaying passion and
commitment



Many remarks about the diversity in the room and the opportunity to engage with people they
wouldn’t normally connect with



‘Be prepared to be brave’- we’re going to make mistakes but we’re going to move on.



The power of showing up



Relationships were central to the discussion



“Nothing about us, without us” stood out as an important principle



Seeing the people behind their professional roles and finding commonalities



Not only do we need partnerships- we need them on an equal level- to work toward that
equality



Important to stay curious, even when uncomfortable



Feeling connected to and welcomed in two worlds—Indigenous and non-Indigenous



Feeling a sense of shared commitment—not feeling alone in this work
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Appendix A: VURD PowerPoint
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Appendix B: List of Attendees
This is a list of attendees based on records of the day. Other participants did attend who are not on
this list. If your name is misspelled or missing and you would like to be added to this list, please
contact thedialogue@vnfc.ca and we make the appropriate corrections.
Andrew Kerr
Anita Prest
Brianna Dick
Brin S Morgan
Charles Campbell
Cris Caravaca
Crystal Tremblay
Dakota Willick
Denise Blackwell
Derek Allen
Don Evans
David MacPherson
Cindy Hendrickson
Carl Mashon
Carey Newman
Alysha brown
Don Evans
Doug Jarvis
Edith Newman
Florence Dick
Mayor Fred Haynes
Uncle Gary
Greg Shaw
Hayle Gallup
Jane Hurtig
Jaxxen Wylie
Jean McKay
Jeffrey Baergen
Jennifer Chuckry
Jennifer Van de Pol
Jessica Sault
Johanne-Pascale
Joseph Damaso
Katharina Patterson
Katherine Mackenzie
Keith Linder
Kim Rumley

Louise MacDonald
Lynda Hundleby
Lynne Belle-Isle
Margaret Critchlow
Melanie Lum
Michael Livingstone
M Shamata
Michelle Allen
Rebecca Hass
Roland Ginger
Ron Mattson
Ruth Young
Ryan Pielle
Samantha Itzel
Sanchit Mittal
Scott Trebel
Shirley Alphonse
Stuart Gale
Sue Hallatt
Sydney Moore
Sylvia Scow
Tanis Wiersma
Terri Chhina
Terri O'keeffe
Tyra Reid
Vanya McDonell
Virgina Treadwell
Yavhel Velasquez
Kim Rumley
Cynthia Day
Alesha Hayes
Kevin Murdoch
Marianne Alto
Rosy Hartman
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Appendix C: Agenda
Victoria Urban Reconciliation Dialogue Advisory Panel Gathering
February 25th, 2019
Victoria Native Friendship Centre
Our purpose for the day is to:
 Deepen dialogue and connections amongst participants
 Build relationships and learn from each other
 Brainstorm about what is needed to support reconciliation in Victoria
 Provide input into the next steps for engagement
You have been invited to this meeting because we need your deep engagement about reconciliation
in Victoria. As such, this meeting will use an Open Space Technology format in which participants will
set the topics for discussion on issues that are important to them. You will have an opportunity to
suggest topics that you care about and select the conversations you will participate in so that you are
learning and contributing. The theme of the session is: How do we move Victoria forwards towards
reconciliation?
8:00 am

Light Breakfast, Smudging (optional) and Registration

8:30 am

Welcome and Introductions

9:00 am

Opening Circle

9:30 am

Talking Circle

10:15 am

Health Break

10:30 am

Moving Victoria Forwards Towards Reconciliation: Open Space Agenda
Setting

11:00 am

Open Space Session One: Group-Identified Topics Related to Reconciliation

12:00 pm

Lunch

1:00 pm

Building Connections for Reconciliation: Networking Activity

1:30 pm

Open Space Session One: Group-Identified Topics Related to Reconciliation

2:30 pm

Health Break

2:45 pm

Brainstorming for Next Steps

3:45 pm

Closing Circle

4:30 pm

Gathering Adjourns
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Appendix D: Evaluation Data
Victoria Urban Reconciliation Dialogue (VURD)
Event Evaluation Results
The x-axis outlines number’s 1 to 4 where 1=Strongly disagree; 4=Strongly agree. The y-axis is the
number of participants. There were 34 participants who filled out the Evaluation. The results will have
gaps in exact numbers due to evaluation questions not being fully completed.
1. I had a positive overall experience.

Positive Overall Experience
35
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5
0

29

4
0

0

1

2

3

4

2. I felt welcomed to the space & cared for by the hosts.

Welcoming
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5
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0
3

4
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3. The agenda and processes set out by the Facilitation Team enhanced my ability to successfully
participate.

Agenda and Processes
Enhanced Participation
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4. I felt encouraged and supported by the Facilitation Team to participate in the processes.

Encouraged and Supported to
Participate
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5. It was a positive experience to share in the Talking Circle activity.

Talking Circle Activity
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6. I was able to engage in meaningful conversations in the Open Space sessions.

Open Space Sessions
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7. I believe the networking exercise was a good use of time.

Networking Activity
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*We did not have enough time to do the networking activity. However,
networking was still part of the day. 7 participants did not respond.

8. The Wall Brainstorming activity allowed for easy identification of next steps in support of Victoria
Urban Reconciliation Dialogue.

Wall Brainstorming Activity
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9. I learned something new or enhanced my understanding of reconciliation in Victoria.

Learned- Enhanced
Understanding
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10. I will share my experience and reflections with friends and family.

Share Experience with Others
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11. This Gathering makes me feel hopeful and inspired about what reconciliation can mean for
Victoria.

Hopeful & Inspired
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What aspect of the Gathering did you like the most? The least? Recommendations for future
Gatherings?
General Comments:
-

Engaging, I would have liked more icebreakers/get to know you activities
The conversations were honest and engaging. I enjoyed connecting with like minded people
I enjoyed the collaboration with different and diverse communities
I valued the networking portion of the Gathering. A contact list of individuals/ groups attending would
be helpful
The small group work was amazing. The large circle took a long time, a continuum might make this
faster
The Open Space Concept was new to me- a great idea for a large group
Great conversations and organization. Keep meeting, keep talking, keep moving forward
Small group sessions were the best. More focus on: What Next?
Best facilitated Open Space meeting in my experience (and I’m a facilitator!)
I loved the song/drums/uncle Gary’s educational networking
The freedom and openness of topics. The variety of themes being discussed in the room
Selection of 7- A.M. topics and 7- P.M. topics. Freedom to come and go from breakout groups (no
rules)
I liked the pace of the dialogue- slow and reflective
Format- small group discussions. I would like to have had a more diverse crowd
Smaller sessions were informative
Both open space discussions had strong take-aways
I enjoyed the Open Space sharing approach
Meeting and interacting with people who are wanting to move reconciliation forward
The most liked thing was the smaller group discussions
Wide range of participants and opportunity to hear from them. Open dialogues. Group work and ability
to select which group to join
Unique diversity of people represented here… it was beautiful to see and be a part of
The organic nature of the Open Space format was great! Allowed for fuller engagement

Are there any follow up actions you are considering, or anything you will do differently, as a result
of this day?
General Comments:
-

A way for us to see the results of today (i.e. Photos, discussions others had etc.)
Continuing to engage in the discussion. Opening my heart to what is possible and not get stuck in
frustration
I will share the knowledge I learned today to promote the Truth of reconciliation
Yes, still not sure of the exact steps but I want to reach out to FN community in some way to support
their input into local government
I will continue to educate myself, own my biases and try to be brave in speaking what I know
I got so many names of people that I will email after today to keep the work flowing
Will revisit my territory acknowledgment and seek out more learning about local peoples
More research to increase my understanding
I am grateful for all the great ideas for collaboration, resources, and relationship building that I can
take back to our Sooke Truth and Reconciliation group
New to my role- Connect more with VNFC and continue to grow. Loved the Day! Thank you
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-

Generate discussions at workplace about what further specific steps we can take to help further
reconciliation
Within my organization I will make more time for reflective dialogue on this issue
Will report out to OARH committee and discuss education ideas that we developed
Speak up more when I meet people “tired” of reconciliation
Have made a few strong connections- are of which that is leading to subsequent gathering to address
an urban indigenous space/ sharing existing space
I plan on sharing my experience and knowledge that I gained here today as I go on and engage with
other people
I already have made arrangements for meetings
I will address my need to build better long-term relationships
I will report back to collogues to help inform our activities toward reconciliation
Inclusion of more youth voices
Made connections for use of culturally safe space
More follow up with those I met at the gathering before the next meeting/ gathering

What was liked the most
-

Engaging with different and diverse communities
Open Space Sessions (concept was a great idea for a large group)
Great conversations
Very well organized
Small group discussions were the best
The freedom and openness of topics (freedom to go from breakout groups)
The variety of themes being discussed in the room
The number of topics in the morning and afternoon
The pace of the dialogue- slow and reflective
Format- small group discussions
Ability to select which group to join (group discussions)

What was liked the least
-

The room was COLD
Large circle took a long time
I don’t like that time flies

Recommendations for Future Gatherings
-

Ice breaker activities
An official welcome should have happened
Contact list of individuals/groups who attended
The large circle took a long time, a continuum might make this faster
More focus on “What Next?”
Inclusion of more youth voices
Arrive at specific activities
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Appendix E: Transcribed Notes
For a complete list of transcribed notes please contact thedialogue@vnfc.ca
The transcribed notes document exceeds 60 pages. It would have made this summary document
excessively long. We are happy to share them upon request.
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